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A mean M(u, u) is defined to be a homogeneous symmetric function of two 
positive real variables satisfying min(u, a) < M(u, u) < max(u, u) for all u and v. 
Setting M(u, v) = uM(1, vu-‘) = uM( 1, 1 - t), 0 ,< t < 1, we determine power series 
expansions in t of various generalized means, including ~~(1, 1 - t) = 
[f + (1 - t)p/2] “p, MJU, 0) = [(v”’ ’ - up+ ‘)/(v - u)(p + l)] ‘jp (Stolarsky’s 
mean), M,(u, u) = (u” + u”)/(u”~’ + up-‘) (Lehmer’s mean), E(r, s; u, c) = 
[r(u’ - vS)/s(ur - v’)]“+~’ (Leach and Sholander’s mean), and G(r, s; u, c) = 
[(US t u’)/(d + d)]“(s- I) (Gini’s mean). The explicit power series coefftcients and 
recurrence relations for these coefficients are found. Finally, applications are shown 
by proving a theorem that generalizes one due to Lehmer. We establish: 
THEOREM. The parameterizations E(r, s; u, c) and MJu, c) have in common 
only the familiar arithmetic, geometric, and harmonic means. 
This work makes use of a generalized chain rule of differentiation and the 
familiar recurrence relation of Euler for coefficients in powers of a power series. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
According to Dodd [2], there is no generally accepted set of conditions on 
a function of two or more variables for it to be called a mean. In this paper a 
mean M(u, U) is a homogeneous symmetric function of two positive real 
variables satisfying 
min(u, V) < M(u, V) < max(u, v) (1.1) 
for all u and u. This definition excludes the nonsymmetric functions studied 
by Carlson [ 11, e.g., his &(u, v) = (u(u + v)/2)“*. Lehmer [7] required 
min(u, v) < M(u, v) < max(u, v) (1.2) 
because the compound of min(u, v) and max(u, U) does not exist. 
Lehmer noted that for M symmetric and homogeneous, without loss of 
generality we may assume u > u and 
40’) 101 2 I9 
M(u,v)=uM(l,vu-‘)=uM(l, l-t), Cl.31 
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where 0 < t = 1 - ZJU - ’ < 1. He then concentrated on the two special cases 
and 
uP + vP l/P 
M(u, u)=pp(u, u)= 2 ( 1 . 
(1.4) 
From the series expansions of these two means evaluated at 1 and 1 - t, and 
some general results about the series expansions of compounded means, he 
was able to determine the values of the parameters for which the two families 
had means in common, and values of the parameters for which the 
compound of two means of one family lay in one family or the other. 
Calculating the series expansions directly is a tedious exercise in long 
division coupled with an application of the binomial theorem. The goal of 
this paper is to find either closed form formulas or recurrence relations for 
the coefficients in series expansions of one or two parameter families of 
means. We present formulas for both of Lehmer’s means, either explicitly or 
as special cases of general results, the identric mean of Stolarsky [9], the two 
parameter generalization of Stolarsky’s mean due to Leach and Sholander 
[6], and the two variable case of the combinatorial means of Gini [3]. 
2. THE MEAN pp VIA MACLAURIN SERIES 
The mean ,up and its generalization to many variables and to weighted 
coefficients are studied thoroughly in Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya [5]. 
Their notation, perhaps more familiar, is ‘B,(a), where a, in this case, is the 
ordered pair (u, v). 
We study 
Pp(L 1 - t> = ( 1 + (1 -t)P ‘lp 1 2 . 
Write x = x(t) = (1 + (1 - t)P)/2 and f(x) = x’Ip. To build the Maclaurin 
series we need D:f(x(t)) IlEo. We get it in two steps using the generalized 
chain rule of differentiation for arbitrary f and x 
xk-‘D:(x(t)y’. (2.2) 
Some details on this chain rule are given in Schwatt [S]. 
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First, 
so that 
D;(x”“) llzo = f (‘f j f (-I)“-’ ( 5 ) Oyxj 11~0’ 
k=O j=O 
(2.3) 
Then 
D;d’ = 0; (1 - ty’ 
n!(- 
whence 
Pi 
( 1 
n n!(-1)“. (2.4) 
The coeffkient of t” in the expansion of ~~(1, 1 - t) is thus found to be, 
using (2.4) in (2.3), 
= (-1)” 2 
k=O 
('? j  i. c-1>"-j ( 5) 2-j i (;j (“,i) 
i=O 
= (-1)” c- fLo (‘~j~o(“,‘)~i(-l)k-j(:i(:j2-j 
=(-I)” ;: ho (‘fj ~o(~j(rl~~(-l)*-“(kJij 2-j-j 
= (-1)” i- 
go (‘~j~o(“n’jirj2-i(f-I)*i 
=(-I)” i pj2-ki (-l)k-i(;)(Ri), 
k=O i=O 
which is the simplest form we have been able to find for the closed form. 
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Thus we have 
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where 
Since some terms drop out for n > 1, we can also write 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
It is not difficult to show that when p = l/n we have the useful check 
formula 
A(l/n,n)=(-2)-” i, (;)(y,), n> 1. (2.8) 
The first few terms of the series expansion are 
/$(I, l-t)= 1-++p+q3 
_ (P - l)(P - 3)(2P + 5) t4 + 
384 
. ..* (2.9) 
To express A(P, n) in more explicit polynomial form requires use of Stirling 
numbers of the first kind and we omit the complicated results. 
A recurrence relation for the A(P, n) coefficients may be more useful for 
their calculation than (2.7). To obtain one, we apply an old formula of Euler, 
the history of which is sketched by Gould [4]. Let p be an arbitrary real (or 
complex) number, and put 
then 
g(t) = 2 Ant” 
n=O 
and (g(t))” = f B,t”; 
It=0 
5 [k(p+ I)-fl]A,B,-,=o, n>o. 
k=O 
(2.10) 
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Here, for (2.5) and 
61.5 
@,(l, 1 - t))D = I+ (;-Q” = 9 B(p, n) t”, 
n=o 
we have 
i [Q+ I)-n]A(p,k)B(p,n-k)=O. 
k=O 
Since B(P, 0) = 1 and B(p, n) = (-l)“(i)/2 for n > 1, we find 
A(PJ)=&E’ (-l)k+l]k(P+l)-n] (;jA(p,k), n> 1, (2.11) 
k 0 
which seems to be the simplest recurrence relation for A(p, n). 
3. STOLARSKY'S MEAN 
Let f(x) be a continuous, monotone function on (0, 03). The mean value 
theorem for integrals says that there is a unique c E (a, b) satisfying 
(b - a>f(c) = Jif(x> dx, and 
a<c=f’ (!o”fW dxl(b - 4) < b- 
Some choices off lead to means, others to nonhomogeneous functions of a 
and b. One family of choices that lead to means is by using f(x) = xp, with 
L 
UP+1 -uP+I IlP 
mp(uyu)= (uuu)@+ 1) ’ 
I 
(3.1) 
Stolarsky’s analysis [9] starts with the mean value theorem for derivatives. 
His u(x, y; a) is our m, + l(x, y). 
The chain of inequalities Stolarsky builds for the classical means can be 
extended to include the harmonic mean by noting that 
rn- j(x, y) = U(X, y; -4) = $CX~-:~ . iiyl(i+jj. 
Euler’s formula may be applied to give a recurrence for coefficients in this 
expansion as well. Writing 
1 - (1 _ t)P’+’ 
!  
‘lP 
0 + 1) 
= 2 D(p, n) t”, 
n=O 
(3.2) 
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we have 
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hence 
and therefore when n 2 1 
4. LEACH AND SHOLANDER'S MEAN 
Leach and Sholander [6] develop properties of a more general mean 
introduced by Stolarsky to prove an inequality for mp. They consider 
Both means studied so far are special cases of E: 
P~(u, 0) = WP, P; u, 0) 
and 
mp(u, v) = E(p + 1, 1; U, v). 
To obtain the coefficients in the expansion 
E(r,s; 1, 1 - t) = 2 E(r, s, n) t”, 
tt=O 
define the auxiliary function 
E,(r, s; 1, 1 - t) = 
E, is no longer a mean, but 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
E(r, s) = E,(r, s) E,(s, r> (4.6) 
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and the work of Section 3 above may be modified to yield a recurrence. For 
E,(r, s; 1, 1 - t) = f E,(r, s, n) t”, 
n=O 
(4.7) 
we find, for n > 1, 
E,(r, s, n> = 
X 
k(s-r+ 1)-n 
n-k+1 
El (r, s, k). (4.8) 
An analysis similar to that in Section 3 yielding an explicit formula for 
E(r, s, n) is also possible, but formulas for the generalized quotient rule for 
differentiation 
wheref=f(t), g = g(t), lead us to complicated multiple summation formulas 
which we have not found very helpful. 
5. A MEAN OF GINI 
Lehmer [7] studied MJu, u) given by (1.4) above and this is a special 
case of a mean studied by Gini [3], who was interested in means of several 
variables, and developed ten general means defined via sums, products and 
quotients of symmetric functions. Several of these reduce, in the case of two 
variables, to 
us + us I/(S--r) 
G(r,s;u,u)= u’ . 
t 1 
Put 
G,(r, s; 1, 1 - t) = 
so that 
(5.2) 
G(r, s; 1, 1 - t) = G,(r, s; 1, 1 - t) G,(s, r; 1, 1 - t), (5.3) 
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and the work of Section 2 above yields, for 
G,(r, s; 1, 1 - t) = 2 G,(r, s, n) t”, 
n=o 
the explicit formula 
G,(r, s, n) = (-1)” i 
k=O 
( ‘/(sk- ‘) ) 2-k i (-l)k-i ( ;) ( c) 
i=O 
Then, setting 
GO-, s; 1, 1 - t) = f G(r, s, n) t”, 
n=O 
we have by the Cauchy convolution product 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
so that this and (5.5) give a complicated explicit formula for the coefftcients 
in Gini’s mean (5.1~(5.6). 
Our techniques also allow derivation of a recurrence relation for 
computation of the coefficients G,(r, s, n) which may be used to calculate 
G(r, s, n). 
6. APPLICATIONS 
The recurrence relations and explicit formulas we have developed are 
handy for generating the coefficients in the power series expansions of 
means, especially when implemented on a computer using a program 
designed for symbolic manipulations of algebraic expressions. 
Matching coefftcients of different parameterizations then leads to deter- 
mination of what means the parameterizations have in common. For 
instance, we have the following result, which generalizes one of Lehmer. 
THEOREM. If E(r, s; u, v) = M,,(u, v) for all positive u and v, then either 
p=O and (r,s)=(-2,-l) or (-l,-2), orp=: and r=-s, orp= 1 and 
(r, s) = (2, 1) or (1, 2). Thus these parameterizations have in common only 
the familiar arithmetic (A), geometric (G), and harmonic (H) means. 
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Proof. We have the two series expansions 
r+s-3 
E(r,s;l++-+t+ 24 tZ+ 
r+s-3 
48 
t3 
2(r3 + r’s + r-s2 + s”) - 5(r + s)* - 70(r + s) + 225 tj 
5760 
- 2(r3 + r*s + rs’ + s”) - 5(r + s)* - 30(r + s) + 105 TV 
3840 
+ { [ 16(r5 + r4s + r3s2 + r2s3 + rs4 + s5) 
- 42(r4 + 2r3s + 2r2s2 + 2rs3 + s4) 
- 1687(r3 + s”) - 1617(r + s) rs + 4305(r + s)’ 
+ 15519(r + s) - 59535]/2903040) th 
+ ***, 
and 
(6.1) 
P-l P-l M,(l, 1 -t)= 1 -++-p* $71) 
_ (P - l)(P + l)(P - 3) 
48 
t4 _ (P - l)(P2 - 2P - 1) 
32 
t” 
+ (P - I)(P + 3)(~ - 5)(2~* - 4~ - 1) th 
960 
+ . ..* (6.2) 
If E(r, s; 1, 1 - t) = MP( 1, 1 - t) then the series must be term-by-term the 
same. Comparing coefficients of t* in these power series yields 
(r + s - 3)/24 = (p - 1)/4, or 
r+s=6p-3=3(2p- 1). (6.3) 
Coefficients of t3 say no more. 
For t4, write 
2(r3 + r*s + rs2 + s”) - 5(r + s)~ - 70(r + s) + 225 
5760 
= (P - l)(P + l)(P - 3) 
48 
, 
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or 
2(r + s)’ - 4rs(r + s) - 5(r + s)’ - 70(r + s) + 225 
= 12O(p2 - I)(p - 3), 
18(2p-1)3-4r~(2p-1)-15(2p-1)2-70(2p-l) 
= 4O(p3 - 3p* -p + 3) - 75 
= 40p3 - 120~’ - 40~ t 45 = 5(2p - 1)(4p* - lop - 9). 
We are assured of equality here if 2p - 1 = 0. In this case both E and M 
reduce to G, the geometric mean. If 2p - 1 # 0, we have 
18(2p - 1)’ - 4rs - 15(2p - 1) - 70 = 5(4p2 - lop - 9), 
or 
52p* - 52~ + 8 = 4rs, 
so that 
r-s = 13p* - 13p + 2. (6.4) 
No new information is contained in coefficients of t’. Thus we must proceed 
to examine t6. 
Rewrite the numerator of E(r, s, 6) to get 
16(r t s)” - 64rs(r + s)” + 48r*s*(r + s) - 42(r t s)~ t 84rs(r t s)* 
- 1687(r t s)’ t 3444rs(r + s) t 4305(r + s)* t 15519(r t s) 
= 3024(p - l)(p + 3)(p - 5)(2p* - 4p - 1) + 59535 
= (6~ - 3)(1008p4 - 4536~~ - 9828p* + 37926p - 4725). 
Hence 
16(r t s)” - 64rs(r + s)’ t 48r2s2 - 42(r t s)’ + 84rs(r t s) 
- 1687(r t s)’ t 3444rs t 4305(r t s) 
= 9(1 12p4 - 504~~ - 1092p* + 4214~ - 525). 
Now, substituting (6.3) and (6.4) we get 
192p(-1 lp3 + 22p* - 14p + 3) = 0, 
I.e., 
(6.5) 
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Hence p = 0 and p = 1 work for E and M to overlap in A and H. The 
quadratic term has a negative discriminant, and hence no other real value of 
p gives a mean common to E and M. 
One may obtain similar results by working with the mean G(r, s; u, v) of 
Section 5 above. Using the formula for coefficients developed there, we have 
the explicit expansion 
G(r,s;l,l-t)=l-+t+ 
r+s- 1 r+s- 1 
8 f*+ 16 t3 
- 2(r3 + r’s + rs* + s”) - 3(r + s)’ - 14(r + s) + 15 tj 
384 
2(r3 + r*s + rs* + s”) - 3(r + s)’ - 6(r + s) + 7 ts 
256 
+ . . . . (6.6) 
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